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ABSTRACT: This paper presents a health monitoring band for monitoring 

human health. This framework comprises of some of the part. Controlling and 

information preparing is done through the Arduino board, every one of the 

sensors are associated with Arduino. Through this framework, we can quantify 

ECG, heartbeat and BP. Through sensors, it is conceivable to gauge every one of 

these qualities. Here every one of the sensors are controlled utilizing a battery 

powered power framework. All these simple sensors can be associated with 

Arduino. These qualities are then utilized for distinguishing any basic 

circumstance. On account of a basic circumstance, an alarm can be given as a 

message. A communication module associated with the band for communication 

between band and user smartphone. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Health [1] is the most significant piece of any human's existence without wellbeing 

it is futile to any prize of life [2]. Most people carry on with a bustling life wherein 

heading off to a specialist for week by week or even month to month checkup is an 

outlandish errand [3]. Without observing your wellbeing it is preposterous to 

whether you are a solid or wiped out individual [4]. This issue prompts the structure 
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of an item which screens your wellbeing consistently without setting off to a 

specialist [5]. In this paper [6], a framework is structured as a model for observing 

cautioning dependent on the soundness of an individual [7]. This framework is 

completely computerized next to zero human assistance is required [8]. Any 

specialist can screen this individual from anyplace through the web [9]. An activity 

tracker is also known as a fitness tracker and is a tool or application for fitness-

related metric surveillance and tracking like walking or running distance, calorie 

consumption, and heart beat in some instances. It is a type of laptop that is wearable. 

This word is now mainly used for smart watches which, for a long-term monitoring 

of information, are often wirelessly synchronized to a laptop or smartphone. Some 

proof has also discovered that using such equipment leads to less weight loss than to 

more. Sleep tracker systems are prone to under-detect wakefulness. There are also 

autonomous mobile and Facebook apps. 

 

WORKING 

 

This health monitoring band will be wearied by the user on the hand.  After that 

different sensor will start monitoring user health [10]. An ECG sensor utilized for 

the band to monitor the electric activities of your heart to indicate whether it is 

working typically [11]. A BP sensor is also utilized in the band to measure blood 

pressure of human. It measure systolic, diastolic and mean blood vessel weight using 

the oscillometric procedure. A heartbeat sensor is connected to the band to monitor 

heart rate of human at real time. These sensors data will be processed by an Arduino 

and if any problem occurs related to the health it will send an alert message about 

the problem to user smartphone using communication module. 
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RESULT & CONCLUSION 

 

This framework is extremely powerful in observing an individual's health 

consistently on the grounds that it is completely robotized. It tends to be tried in all 

respects effectively with any individual. This framework is an awesome case of 

remote health monitoring. 
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